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About This Game

Steampunk Action Battle Simulator

is an adrenaline-packed battle simulator game set in a steampunk/medieval mixed world theme.
Experience a battle simulator game like never before!

Play in single player mode against AI or multiplayer mode in versus on a massive scale battle with breathtaking mixed world
visuals!

Play in your style with the diverse selection of units such as: zeppelins, flamethrower, cannons and many more.

Current feature list:

13 types of units

Unique combat system

Single player mode against AI

Multiplayer mode in versus

Massive scale battles

Beautiful mixed world visuals
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Cross platform multiplayer support

Gameplay:
First the player places the available units in tactical positions then a real time battle simulation begins, the goal is to eliminate all

enemies with tactical unit placements.
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Title: Steampunk Action Battle Simulator
Genre: Action, Adventure, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Theodor Niklas
Publisher:
Theodor Niklas
Release Date: 8 Jul, 2017
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steampunk action battle simulator

Can't wait to uninstall its prequel as well - The Crouching Tiger.
. Best 9 minutes of my life. 10/10 Would go in space again.. I had high hope for this when I saw it but sadly I will be sticking to
"Fancy Skiing VR" for the time being. I could play Fancy all day and feel just fine but this one had me starting to feel funny
after 5 mins. To move left and right you tilt your head just like in Fancy but in this one even a slight tilt jerks hard to the side.
The guy who made the video review said there is haptics when the poles touch the ground but I never got those and it didn't
seem like my poles were doing anything, heck it doesn't even look like my poles can reach the ground unless I crouch way down.
I also do not like that you can just ski right through all objects, the most it does is slow you down.. This game just doesn't hold
my interest and I'm not even sure why, as I've played other games of this type before and enjoyed them. I agree with the other
reviewers who say it becomes boring and pointless very quickly. I suppose if you really like this type of game and you can get it
on sale it might be worth it, as there is nothing technically wrong with it.. Great game! Love the voxel-inspired graphics and the
concept of the game, can't wait to see the next updates! :D. Absolute classic.
Many ways to get it done.
For example, last Soviet mission can be concluded:
1. Bring the mines from previous map for the road and ambush the rest of tanks with AT rifle and nades
2. Capture Rocket launcher and obliterate the station (tight one, no much time to spare)
3. Capture fuel tanker and suicide bomb the station (just kidding, this one does not work)
but my favorite:
4. Get into the station and capture one tank in the ring (it has no fuel and only a few cartridges). Keep off the attackers with mg
and wait for the train with tank men to arrive and then shoot the fuel tanker on rails. With no tank men to drive the tanks finish
the map with your own pace.
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Awesome game but I didn't cheat :3. what can i say.... i never play an F1 game soo i think that this game is not that bad.
. My 2 kids ages 6 and 3 love the game!!!!!!!. Fun little tycoon game. It's a pretty quick game, but the price reflects that. As
another guy mentioned, once you figure out the recipes it gets pretty easy. Still a fun game worth trying out!. It would not be
possible for me to do a review. I have no idea how to load the game so I can't play it.
. This is, without a doubt, the most fun you can have while screaming the lyrics to a MIDI version of Starship's 'We Built This
City'.

10\/10, will be thinking about Lightmare in my sleep again.. i played the game a bunch and got the highest score cheevo

i think it's good and even if i bought it at full price i prolly would've enjoyed it just fine, it's cute and fun. Great game, and the
Pandora AI is the most brilliant thing I've ever seen. Totally recomended to everyone who likes to have a challenge.
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